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Techniques of Mimicry and Intensification, and

Quoting Poetry in an Essay

Techniques of Mimicry and Intensification

Onomatopoeia is the most obvious technique that writers use to make words mimic and convey an impression of
their subject. Two famous examples of it are Alfred, Lord Tennyson's "The moan of doves in immemorial elms /
And murmuring of innumerable bees" and the "dismal universal hiss" of the fallen angels as they express their scorn
for Satan just before he is forever transformed into a "monstrous Serpent" in John Milton's Paradise losf. As has

already been seen in recent lectures, poets such as William Shakespeare and John Keats also use variations in
rhythm to mimic what they are describing and to intensity the effect of their worcis. For instance, in the third
quatrain of Shakespeare's Sonnet 116, the falling or trochaic rhythm (/ u) of the words "bending," "sickle," and

"compass" gives the line in which they appear a movement suggestive of the shokes of the implement that they
describe, and in the final line of Keats's "When I have fears that I may cease to be ..." the falling rhythm and two
unstressed syllables of the line's only tisyllabic word, "nothingness" (/ u u), intensify the sense of impending
oblivion.

Whether consciously or unconsciously, writers frequently use what linguists term phonaesthesia (or
phonesthesia) to mimic or intensify the subjects or activities of which they are writing. In "Composed upon
Westminster Bridge, September 3,1802 "), William Wordsworth may well have selected "glittering" from among
the many available altematives (e.g., "splendid" and "gorgeous") because of the association of the sound "gl" with
light (and often shimmering light) in such words as "glean1" "glimmer," "glow," "glare," "glance," "glisten," and,

of course, "glitter" itself. Similarly, in the following lines from Tony Harrison's "The Mother of the Muses" the "fl"
sound may well be used with an awareness of its association with moving points or effects of light in such word as

"flare," "flash," and "flicker" as well as "flame": "Flamingoes, flocking frombwst cages, fly ... Their flames fanned
that much fiercer by their flight." Almost neediess to say, sounds do not prompt the same associations in all
contexts (cases in point are "gland" and "floor," "globe" and "flea?'), but linguists have identified several other
clusters of words that have sense and sound in co[rmon, some further examples being: bang, bump, bounce, beat
(impact); grind, grate, grit, gravel (roughness); spire, splke, spot, spout (pointe<iness); gloom, doorn, mcurn, forlorn
(unhappiness); strait strip, streanq stap (narrowness); twitter, flutter, chatter, sputter (sporadic repetition); gush,

rush, splash, dash, crash (strong, quick movement); bit, slip, tiny, trickle, dink (smallness); and slide, slime, slip,
slope, sludge, and sleaze (slipperiness, and politicians).

Another technique that writers use for the purposes of mimicry and intensification is relative ease or
difficulty of arficulation - that is, the use of words and sequences of words that require a lot of muscular movement

by the speaker for descriptions of difficult or onerous actions and the use of words that are relatively easy to say for
descriptions of easily or smoothly accomplished actions. Paradise Lost and Alexander Pope's Essay on Criticism
provide good examples of the matching of sequences of words that are relatively difficult to articulate to actions that
requue a large amount of effort:

So he [Satan] with difficulty and labor hard
Mov'd on, with difficulty and labor he....

When Ajax strives, some Rocks' vast weight to throw,
The line too labours, and the Words move slow....



Milton and Pope also furnish good examples of the matching of words that are easy to articulate to actions that are
accomplished with little effort. In Paradise Lost, Satan enables sinners to tavel - indeed, to slide - by a path that is
"Smooth, easy, inoffensive, down to Hell" and in the Essay on Criticism "Soft is the Strain when Zephyr gently
blows" and "when swift Camilla ... skims along the Main." (And notice that in the latter quotation the word "skims"
contains the same sound as "skid," "skate," and "scudding.") As the famous opening sentences of Vladimir
Nabokov's Lolita sfrlkingly indicate, attention to the physical demands and effects of words is not restricted to
poets: "Lo-lee-ta: the tip of the tongue taking a trip of three steps down the palate to tap, at three, on the teeth. Lo.
Lee. Ta." (Notice also the physical movements required by the alliterative "t"s and "p"s in the fust sentence.)

(For the use of mimetic visual techniques, see the enhies under such topics as concrete poetry and pattern poetry
in a dictionary of literary terms.)

Quoting Poetry

Two rules govern the quotation of poems in formal essays:
(1) When a quotation is included within a sentence and./or consists of no more than three or four lines, it is

enclosed in double quotation marks and the ends of lines are indicated by a slash ( / ) \r/ith a space on each side. For
example the opening lines of Brian Patten's "Party Piece" are "He said: / 'Let's stay here / Now that this place has
emptied ...'." (Note: when a line begins with a capital letter the capitalization is retained, and double quotation
marks are reduced to singles when they occur between another set of double quotation marks.)

(2) When a quotation is more than three or four lines long it is indented and set out exactly as it appears on the
page. It is nol enclosed in quotation marks. These rules are apparent in the following quotation of the final lines of
"Parfy Piece":

So they did.
There among the woodbines and guinness stains,
And later he caught a bus and she a train,
And all there was between them then
Was rain.

(Note: an indented quotation should be preceded and/or followed by at least as much commentary. If you find in
drafting yorr essay that this is not the case, you need to ask yourself if such a lengthy quotation is necessary, and
then either reduce its length or supply more commentary.)
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Robert Frost, ttDesignt'

I found a dimpled spider, fat and white,
On a white heal-all,* holding up a moth
Like a white piece of rigid satin cloth -
Assorted characters of death and blight
N4ixeC ready tc begin the morning right,
Like the ingredients of a witches' broth -
A snow-drop spider, a flower like a froth,
And dead wings carried like a paper kite.

What had that flower to do with being white,
The wayside blue and innocent heal-all?
What brought that i<indred spider to that height,
Then steered the white moth thither in the night?
What but design of darkness to appall? -
If design govern in a thing so small.

Brian Patten, "Party Piece"

He said:
"Let's stay here
Now this place has emptied
And make gentle pomography with one another,

While the partygoers go out
And the dawn creeps in.
Like a stranger.

Let us not hesitate
Over what we know
Or over how cold this place has become,
But let's unclip our minds
And let tumble free
The mad, mangled crocodile of love."

So they did.
There among the woodbines* and guinness stains,

And later he caught a bus and she a train,
And all there was between them then
Was rain.

D.M.R. Bentley

*Aflower, usually blue in.

colour, that is believed
to have medicinal
properties.

*A cheap brand of cigarettes
whose name is a termfor
honeysuckle, ivy, and other
types ofvines.
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